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NEGOTIATED AGREEMENTS 
Jordan Education Association 
2004-2005 
Jordan School Distr ict 
June 2004 
Jordan School District 
Dr. Barry L, Newbold Superintendent of Schools 
Jordan Education Association 
Negotiated Agreement 
2004-2005 
SALARY 
1. Salary Settlement $826,413 
(Attachment # 1) 
It is agreed that the Jordan School District will for the 
2004-2005 school year fund a 0.50% cost of living adjustment 
to all employee lanes who have ceased receiving a regular 
increment. 
It is agreed that Jordan School District will fund lanes and steps 
for qualifying certificated employees in the following amounts: 
Steps $2,586,957 
Lane $797,662 
$3,384,619 
2. Other Compensation $1,584,689 
As per State statute, it is agreed that a full-time 
employee equivalent will receive a one-time 
stipend in the amount of about $300. At this time, 
Jordan School District has not been provided the specific 
dollar amount to be allocated to each full-time employee 
equivalent. The dollar amount will be determined at a later 
date. 
3. National Board Certification Teachers 
(Attachment #2) 
It is agreed that the Jordan School District Board of Education will increase 
the annual stipend for National Board Certified Teachers (NBCT) from $500 
to $1,000 per year. 
Total Cost $11,000 $11,000 
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4. Stipend for Department Chairs and Team Leaders 
(Attachment #3) 
It is agreed by the Jordan School District Board of Education 
to pay team leaders and department chairs an annual 
stipend of $ 125 for their added responsibilities. 
The stipend is to be time-sheeted by local schools and 
paid as part of the May payroll. The number of stipends 
cannot exceed sixteen (16) in each high school, twelve (12) 
in each middle school and eight (8) in each elementary 
and special school. 
Total Coat: $130,380 $130,380 
BENEFITS 
1. Health and Accident Insurance $2,053,678 
(Attachment M) 
It is agreed that district employees will share equally the responsibility for 
increases in health insurance costs. However, for the 2004-2005 year only, 
due to the 0.49 % WPU increase funded by the Legislature, the following 
methodology will be used. The 0.49% (or $900,000) will be deducted from 
the employee's 50% responsibility. 
For, example, the insurance cost increase for 2004-2005 is projected to be 
$4.2 million. Under agreed upon terms, the $4.2 million cost increase would 
be divided evenly - $2,1 million to the District and $2.1 to the employees. 
For this agreement only, the 0.49% increase ($900,000) would be subtracted 
from the employee $2.1 million obligation, reducing their net obligation to 
$ 1.2 million ($2.1 m - $0,9 million). The district would assume the remaining 
cost increase of $3.0 million ($4.2 m - 1.2 m), 
CHANGES TO NEGOTIATIED POLICIES 
1. Orderly Termination - Certificated: DP316 
(Attachment #5) 
It is agreed that the Jordan School District Board of Education will continue 
the moratorium on DP316 G.4 for up to three years, with review as needed. 
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This provides for the use of the American Arbitration Association list of 
hearing officers for any termination hearings between the JEA and the 
District, No termination hearings have been necessary for the past two years. 
2. Grievance Procedures - Certificated: DP315 NEG 
(Attachment #6) 
It is agreed that Jordan School District Board of Education will continue the 
moratorium on DP315, Grievance Policy, sections J, K, and L for up to three 
years with review as needed- This provides for the use of the American 
Arbitration Association list of hearing officers for any grievance hearing 
between the JEA and the District- No grievance hearings have been necessary 
for the past two years, 
3. No Absent Incentive - DP354 NEG 
(Attachment #7) 
Jordan School District agrees to change the title of this policy to Attendance 
Incentive - Certificated Policy - DP345 NEG. The change in the pohcy will 
allow for a differentiated payment for individuals who have from 0-2 absences 
each year, A moratorium will remain on the policy for the 2004-2005 year to 
see if the proposed changes from the 2003-2004 Negotiated Agreement will 
have a positive impact on teacher attendance. The changes will allow for a 
differentiated payment to individuals who have from 0-2 absences per year. 
The previous pohcy allowed only individuals with no absence to receive 
additional bonus compensation at the end of the school year, 
4. Local Profession Improvement Committee - AA421 NEG 
(Attachment #8) 
It is agreed to modify policy AA421 NEG to enable teachers to receive salary 
lane change credit for State approved in-service, district approved in-service, 
and LPIC approved school professional development- The policy changes 
also allow for the revision of the membership of the LPIC, and establishes 
hourly criteria for receiving semester hours of credit. 
5. Sick Leave Certificated - DP 324 NEG 
(Attachment #9) 
It is agreed by the Jordan School District Board of Education to modify policy 
DP 324 NEG to allow employees adopting a child up to ten days of critical 
family leave at the time of actual custody of the adopted child. 
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6. Teacher Transfers and Reduction In Force DP403 NEG 
(Attachment #10) 
It is agreed by (he Jordan School District Board of Education to separate policy 
DP 304 NEG into two policies, one dealing specifically with teacher transfers 
and the other reduction in force. New deadline dates will be established and 
the numbering of the two new policies will be DP 304 NEG - Teacher 
Transfer and DP 327 NEG - Reduction in Certificated Staff, It is also agreed 
that the District Advisory Council will review the Reduction in Staff policy 
during the 2004-2005 school year to assess the need for additional changes in 
the policy. 
7. Salary Guidelines - DP309 NEG 
(Attachment #11) 
Jordan School District agrees to modify policy DP 309 to read that "teachers 
are to be placed on the salary schedule based on years of contract teaching 
experience in an accredited school." 
NON-NEGOTIATED POLICIES 
1. Resignations - Certificated DP 318 
(Attachment # 12) 
Jordan School District Board of Education agrees to change policy DP 318 to 
assess individuals the cost of a long-term substitute for any leave days used 
during the last thirty (30) days worked. This would remain a non-negotiated 
policy. 
2. DP339 - Released Time (Professional) 
(Attachment #13) 
Jordan School District Board of Education agrees to assign the District 
Advisory Committee the task to review Released Time (Professional) and 
make recommendations on guidelines for the use of those days and the types 
of days used prior to March 2005. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
1, Testing Advisory Committee 
(Attachment #14) 
Jordan School District Board of Education agrees to disband the Testing 
Advisory Committee that was established last year. The feedback from the 
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Testing Department and. the advisory committee members implies that the 
State is controlling so much of the testing schedule that the committee has 
limited ability to function. 
2. Letter of Intent 
Jordan School District Board of Education agrees that letters of intent from 
the district regarding continued employment be sent out earlier with a return 
deadline of March 15- It is further agreed to increase the penalty from $300 
to $500 for failure to provide notice of resignation 30 days prior to the last day 
worked. The amount is to be deducted from the employee's final District 
paycheck, 
3. Submission of Grades on Teacher Professional Days 
Jordan School District Board of Education agrees that the Superintendent will 
speak with principals regarding reasonable expectations for grade submissions 
on Teacher Professional Development Days. It is intended that grades will be 
due no sooner than the afternoon of the professional development day. All 
teachers should be required to submit their grades on that day or before (not 
after thai day). 
4. Posting the Negotiations Summary on the Jordan District Web Site 
(Attachment #14) 
Jordan School District Board of Education agrees that the Negotiation 
Agreement Summary, including the documents signed by the Board of 
Education, be posted in the Employee Section of the Jordan School District 
Website. 
5. Diagnostic Reading Assessment Days 
Jordan School District Board of Education agrees to continue the early-out 
days for the administration of the Diagnostic Reading Assessment, It is also 
agreed that the District will print the first and second grade protocols for 
distribution to the schools. The Superintendent will encourage principals to 
continue to look for ways to facilitate teachers' administration of the 
Diagnostic Reading Assessment. 
6. Additional Help for Lunch Supervision in Year-round Schools 
Jordan School District Board of Education agrees to direct the District Year-
round Committee to review the feasibility of giving additional assistants to 
schools to help supervise the lunch recess. The findings are to come back to 
Ihe Administration before March 1,2005, 
V 
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7. Moratorium on Part of the Transfer Policy 
Jordan School District Board of Education agrees to continue the moratorium 
on the portion of the transfer policy to allow a pilot project of advertising and 
filling mid-year secondary vacancies between December 15"1 and the semester 
break. Trie pilot will continue for another year. 
S. Training of Teachers New to the District 
(Attachment #16) 
It is agreed that beginning with the 2005-06 school year, the Jordan School 
District Board of Education will change the date of the Reach and Prevention 
Dimension Training for teachers new to the District to the week before school 
begins. New teachers will receive a stipend of $400 for their attendance, 
Prevention Dimension $140,000 
REACH Training Sl4O,0OQ 
Total Cost: $280,000 
- 1 Total Salary and Benefits 7,990,779 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes a .5% COLA adjustment for all lanes at point which they cease 
receiving a regular increment 
Rationale 
Career educators are at the third year without any COLA adjustments. This 
COLA would allow them to at least begin to offset their increase In insurance 
premium. 
Tentative Agreement 
R * * I U M I I bducatron Association 
D a t e
 - * & 
4/26/2004 5:46 PM 
. Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes that the District cover all costs assodated with Lanes and Steps 
including Stipends. 
tentative Agreement 
For Jojdai itducatton Association 
05/06/04 10:49 AM 
JORDAN SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Dr. Barry L. Newbold • Superintendent of ^ ^ R A n n - i Q i J A i 
Sandy, UT SALARY SCHEDULE *C" 
TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULE 
August 24. 2004 to June 15. 2005 
184 DAYS-Ful! Time 
S Hours Per Day 
HOURS REPRESENTED ON THE LANES ARE HOURS EARNED BEYOND AND AFTER 
BACHELOR'S DEGREE AND ORIGINAL TEACHING LICENSE 
BACHELOR'S PLUS 90 QTW60 SEM - LANE D * 1500 - DOCTORATE = LANE G +11,200 - NATIONAL BOARD CERT *S5W 
STEP 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Bachelor's 
LANE A 
Bachelor's 
25.614 
25.614 
25.614 
26,810 
28.065 
29,377 
30.753 
32.195 
33.703 
35.744 
35.923 
35,923 
35,923 
35.923 
35,923 
35,923 
36.642 
36.642 
36.642 
36.642 
36,904 
36.904 
36.904 
36,904 
37.551 
Graduate and/or Approved Credit 
Earned After Bachelor's Degree 
LANE B LANE C LANE D 
B + 30 qtr 
or 
20sem 
26,183 
26,183 
26.183 
27.389 
28,652 
29.975 
31,359 
32,801 
34.313 
35.897 
38.046 
38,236 
3fl,236 
38,236 
38,236 
38,236 
39,001 
39,001 
39,001 
39,001 
39,279 
39.279 
39,279 
39,279 
39.956 
B + 45 qtr 
Or 
30sem 
26.516 
26.516 
26,516 
27,742 
29,019 
30,359 
31.755 
33.221 
34,754 
36,355 
38,532 
40,304 
40,506 
40.506 
40,506 
40,506 
41,316 
41,316 
41,316 
41,316 
41.611 
41,611 
41,611 
41.611 
42,317 
B + 60q1r 
or 
40sem 
26,969 
26,969 
26,969 
28.185 
29.460 
30,792 
32,185 
33.640 
35T155 
36,747 
36,901 
40.690 
42.509 
42,722 
42,722 
42,722 
43.574 
43.574 
43T574 
43,574 
43,885 
43.885 
43,855 
43,885 
44,819 
Master's 
Degree 
LANEE 
Master's 
28,337 
28.337 
28,337 
29,581 
30.882 
32,242 
33.661 
35.144 
36,685 
38.304 
40,143 
41,746 
43.579 
46,098 
46.328 
46,328 
47.257 
47,257 
47,257 
47,257 
47.594 
47,594 
47.594 
47,594 
48,373 
Graduate Hrs. 
and/or 
Credit Earned 
After Master's 
LANEG 
M + 45 qtr 
Or 
30sem 
29.613 
29,613 
29.613 
30.919 
32,278 
33.698 
35.179 
36,726 
38.344 
40,031 
41,792 
43.628 
45,548 
48.176 
46,417 
46,417 
49.385 
49.385 
49.385 
49.385 
49.737 
49,737 
49,737 
49,737 
50.544 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes that the stipend for National Board Certified Teachers Increase to 
$1000 per year. 
Rationale 
Currendy, Jordan pays a smaller stipend for National Board Certification, 
however, the Board has shown the Intent to help increase the number of 
participants and should reward recipients the same as other districts across the 
Wasatch Front. 
Tentative Agreement 
Per Jordan L ^ uCut;0n Association 
^ ...yWy*t?fi04 
4/26/2004 3:23 PM 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes Chat certain school leadership responsibilities specifically team 
leader and department chair be compensated according to the attached 
schedule. 
Rationale 
With the loss of the career ladder program, leadership roles In schools are no 
longer compensated but continue to require substantial additional time. 
Tbntattw, Agreement 
Date 
Jon 
4/30/2004 11:36 AM 
Compensation 
Department Chair/Team Leader 
. I125perpositiori 
-eve! Chairs 
figh School 16 
diddle 12 
Elementary 8 
Special Schools 8 
89 £108,000 
Total loaded $130,380 
Amount/school Schools Total 
$2,000 9 £ 18,000 
S1,500 16 $ 24P000 
$1,000 58 £ 58,000 
£1,000 6 3 6,000 
6/2004 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes that the .49% of WPU Intended to offset insurance be subtracted 
from ttie total increase in the insurance premium and that the District then follow 
the previously negotiated agreement in which the district pays half and the 
employee pays of any premium increase. 
Rationale 
The intent of the insurance offset was to do just that„offset as much as possible 
of the Increase. The Legislature wanted to give some relief to all employees In 
the insurance arena not just the Districts. 
Tentative Agreement 
For JwUan bducation Association" 
Date g/b/j*. 
5/6/2004 10:48 AM 
Estimated Premiums 
Bnployae's Share 
C f P n C M l 
Exdualva 
S k t f i 
* P * r t y 
Famly 
Summit 
Slngfe 
2 P n t y 
P-nty 
P l B h n w l 
angfe 
2Party 
F u i u y 
i 
C u m n l 
PVtmlun 
291.77 
499.57 
707.38 
281.77 
468.57 
797.30 
Haw 
Prtmkim 
325.07 
523.18 
488.40 
32507 
523 16 
95140 
Emptor** Current H ? 
To l i l 
h E W I H 
1 1 3 0 
S1S9 
B U I 
3 3 3 0 
33.58 
01.01 
SBufl 
(1J2) 
1 8 * 5 
a « 
45.61 
16-85 
25,80 
4S51 
E n v t o y t * 
Pram hi in 
27.73 
*4 f l f l 
79.47 
27 75 
44.65 
75.67 
DEmtcra ah j r * Is aqual la lh» hnCc ptui . ' Employ* * ! n i l 
3 a . d e 
5 2 m 
885.10 
nmHWdMrimft i la lnr i lnn 
B x d i n h - * 
smmt 
Z P W y 
Family 
Summit 
a n g b 
2Party 
Famfiy 
Pnfa t red 
Stagkj 
a p * t y 
F n % 
Currant 
Premium 
291.77 
46D.97 
797.39 
291.77 
499.97 
7S7.3S 
380.83 
580.71 
088,12 
H*w 
"mnaim 
325.07 
sas.ie 
468+0 
32&07 
323.18 
ua^o 
36.97 
59 49 
101.02 
Tott l 
m a m * 
33.30 
53.59 
91.01 
3 3 j g 
33 5 9 
91-01 
3 3 2 
32.70 
55.52 
Employ** 
Sh i r * 
11* ) 
16 65 
2 6 9 0 
45.31 
•was 
28.60 
4 5 5 1 
58.84 
98.33 
163.38 
Current tto> 
Employta 
Prtmiufn 
14 4 7 
23.20 
30.55 
14.47 
2 3 3 8 
38.55 
C « i i r i o r t « h r * h i * q u * i i o i i * * b i » l c p l * n . timpioycuTrti 
323.66 
921.22 
885.10 
300.83 
H 0 . 7 1 
888.12 
3ftfl7 
38.49 
101 .02 
2 0 3 2 
32,70 
65.52 
4B.S8 
74.94 
127.20 
N t w H p . 
Bmptoy** 
Praralum 
44.40 
71.44 
121.3ft 
44.40 
71.49 
121.30 
Y w f r 
Coat 
B32J0 
•57-70 
1 . *Bf tH 
632.90 
667.70 
1,468.60 
i H d i a p k d i u p a d d h l w u l 
80.16 
129.03 
219.10 
Haw Ma, 
Employ** 
Premium 
3 r , i 2 
U . 0 9 
B 5 . M 
31.12 
50.09 
65.06 
001.82 
1,540.30 
2,829.14 
Y p u t y 
O u t 
3 7 1 4 4 
601.02 
1.020,66 
373.44 
8 0 1 0 2 
1.020.68 
* » d to p k k ad • d o r a o M i 
« . u 
107.84 
142-7B 
602.56 
1,29192 
2 ,19130 
% t a c n u * % Employ* * ttmonu* 
In 
Premium 
1 1 4 1 % 
11.41% 
1 1 . 4 1 * 
1 1 , 4 1 * 
11 ,41% 
11.41% 
r a i U e n a f 
Premium 
13.69% 
i 3 . e e * 
i 3 8 e * 
1 3 . 6 8 * 
1 3 . 6 0 * 
13.50% 
E m r i v r H 
Prtmlum 
earn* 
8 0 . 9 7 * 
9 0 . 8 6 * 
60.00% 
58.07% 
98.08% 
c v i i E v d u i l r t i n d Summit mautim. 
11.42% 
11,41% 
1 1 4 1 % 
ttlnertu* 
In 
Pnmiiuni 
1 1 . 4 1 * 
1 1 , 4 1 * 
11.41% 
11 .41% 
1 1 , 4 1 * 
11,41% 
2 2 2 2 % 
2 7 2 2 % 
2 2 2 2 * 
33.96% 
33-94% 
33.94% 
S & m p t o y * * % k i n > n 
portion nf 
premium 
9 . 6 7 * 
0 . 5 7 * 
9.57% 
9.57% 
8 . 5 7 * 
9.57% 
(w#r ExcKnUv* Hid Summit 
11.42% 
11-41% 
11 .41% 
1 8 . 5 4 * 
11-54% 
18.63% 
Employ** 
PnHBhiB 
116.07% 
11105% 
113.05% 
115 .07 * 
11505% 
116.06% 
• B O A H S . 
43-84% 
4 3 8 3 % 
4 3 0 2 % 
District'* Share 
C t f U f l m a d 
ExcJuahr* 
Single 
2Party 
Family 
S inmLt 
frf* 
2Porty 
F « n % 
C u m HE 
Premium 
2B1.77 
*eg.67 
797.38 
28177 
469 97 
797.39 
t*V* 
•ram kirn 
326.07 
523.1 B 
UB.40 
325 07 
623.16 
BBS.40 
TBUI 
I n e r t n i 
33 JO 
S 5 9 
01.01 
33.30 
S3.89 
91 J l 
• U r i e l 
s t i m o f 
I n c r t t t * 
15^5 
2 8 « 
45 51 
16,66 
26.AD 
46^1 
Employt* 
Monthly 
Premium 
44.4C 
7 T * 
121.M 
44 4C 
71.41 
121.36 
h f w H B . 
D i K r l d 
Pr«mlum 
260.87 
461 Gt 
767.02 
JBD.fl] 
4S1.H 
767.02 
YMr iy 
Cow 
X36B-04 
5 , 4 2 0 1 * 
9J04.24 
3388.04 
5.420.T6 
OJ04.24 
• t i n c F u a t 
in 
Premium 
11.41% 
1 1 - 4 1 * 
11-41% 
11.41% 
1 1 4 1 % 
11.41% 
*Dlatr tcT 
Port Ion of 
Premium 
66.39% 
8 8 . 3 4 * 
6634% 
88.34% 
64 34% 
88.34% 
S h i c r e w * 
CKtVta 
Premium 
ST'.tiO* 
37.40% 
37.49% 
37.50% 
37.4fl% 
3 7 , 4 9 * 
Pnitaretf 'nfWcrtahire 4aquariathtbatfe plan. EmpiaywtwHi in«diaMclrupBiMhianio<*riutJu>KraandSunn«(4inai«ria, 
Single 323^8 360 43 36.97 10.05 00.181 26067J 1368.04 11.42* 77.76* 20.77% 
2Pwiy 62122 580.71 504& 26(0 129 03 4 S l . H 9 . 4 B H e 11-41% 77.70% 20 77% 
FHndy 0*5.10 98fl 12 101.Q2 46.&1 glB.HJJ 767.021 VJ04.24 11.41* 7776% 2077* 
E i U i n l i r a 
SingM 
2P»Hy 
Family 
Summit 
SnfA? 
2 P v t y 
Fjfnlh. 
PrehfTad 
S i n g * 
2Pany 
FamiN 
AdtwIritofMlon 
Curr«nl 
Premium 
291 77 
460.57 
75733 
291 77 
469 57 
797 39 
f l n r 
Premium 
325 07 
92116 
188.40 
3Z5.07 
523 16 
J6A.40 
TdUH 
I P I O V U * 
33-30 
63.5B 
S l f l ! 
3^30 
53 59 
9 1 0 1 
Dhnricr 
Share at 
•ncreaaa 
16.SS 
26,80 
45.81 
16 65 
26 ED 
45-51 
Employs* 
Monthly 
Premium 
31 12 
50.09 
85 06 
31 12 
W.0B 
65 06 
H i ( r i c r a i h i r * 4 n u a l I D I t i * b u l c plan. ErffflDyaat wrill 
323 88 
52132 
665 10 
XQ&3 
SflD 71 
90G 12 
W 9 7 
59 49 
TLH 0? 
1 5 6 5 
25.BQ 
45 51 
so ae 
107 B4 
1G2 7 i 
N t a M a 
DiBinm 
Premium 
213.85 
473.07 
60334 
293 95 
473 07 
K H 3 4 
i«*d ED pic 
283 8 5 
473.07 
803 34 
y a w i y 
C o « 
1 9 2 7 40 
5.870.64 
0 J 4 O 0 6 
3.627.40 
5.fl76 8a 
9,fi40 0fl 
* l n c r * f l « a 
In 
PmnUum 
11.41% 
1 E . 4 1 * 
1 1 . 4 1 * 
1 1 4 1 % 
1 1 . 4 1 * 
1 1 . 4 1 * 
*D lab1cL 
Ptntfonef 
Prwntum 
90 43% 
90.43% 
0 0 4 3 % 
M.43% 
9 0 . 4 3 * 
90 43% 
%MiereBH 
D1»ldct 
Premium 
9 i 5 0 % 
53.40% 
53 5 0 % 
» 6 0 * 
53.49% 
5 3 3 0 % 
up AddMiDMl o v « t i d u V V * *nd SumrTal anmipila, 
3^27.40 
5.67fl.fl4 
9.640 00 
11.«2% 
• 1 4 1 % 
11 4 1 % 
81.46% 
6T.4B% 
61 46% 
2d 0 0 * 
2d 9 0 * 
24 9 0 * 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes that the moratorium on DP 316 Neg. Orderly Termination section 
3, G,4 be In effect for up to three years, with review as needed. 
Rationale 
Since the Association has not needed to go to a hearing on the above policy, 
neither side has had the opportunity to work with the proposed revisions. The 
policy should remain in moratorium until that time and renegotiated at that time. 
Tentative Agreement 
For Jordan Education AsscCicit;c: 
Dale ^ W J V+.Tjpftf 
04/77/04 J 032 AM 
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SUBJECT: ORDERLY TERMINATION PROCEDURES-CERTIFICATED 
_L Boi|rJ_PolicT 
The Board recognizes the need to provide orderly procedures for tenmnadcn of Jonlan School DisOict educators, and 
delegates to the District Admintstratiofl responsibility for esrablishing such procedures in accordance with the Utah 
Orderly School Termination Procedures Act outlined in Utah Code $53A-8-i01 to 107, 
II. Definitions 
For purposes of this policy, the term "educator" refer* to an employee who holds a certificate issued by the State Board 
of Education with the exception of the Superintendent of Schools and those certificated employees who are required to 
hold an administrative credential in order to function in [he position for which they are employed. 
A- Career Educator: A career educator is a certificated employee, other than the District superintendent, who 
holds a position requiring a valid certificate issued by the State Board of Education and is not a provisional 
employee as defined in District policy DP313—Provisional and Probationary Certificated Personnel. Career 
educators have expectations of continued employment and can only be terminated for cause, declining 
enrollment, or reduction in funding, 
B. Provisional Educator Any educator employed by the District who has not achieved status as a career 
educator and has no expectation of continued employment or issuance of a contract for a subsequent contract 
term as defined in District policy DP313—Provisional and Probationary Certificated Personnel. 
C. Probationary Educator Any educator employed by the District who has been advised by the District that 
his/her performance is inadequate and has been placed on probation, 
D. Temporary employee" means an individual who is employed by the District on a temporary basis. 
Temporary employees include but are not necessarily limited to the following: substitute teachers, 
employees hired under contracts for one (1) 3 * " oaiV or for less than one (1) year; employees whose 
positions are funded by grants and/or yearly allocated state or federal monies; and employees whose 
positions are authorized for no more than twelve (12) months. 
E. Educator: All certificated personnel as defined above. 
III. Adminl^raHrm PnT.^ v 
Procedures for nonrenewal of a contract of a provisional and a career educator and termination of an educator's contract 
during the contract term shall be administered according to the following guidelines: 
Guidelines 
A. CAUSES FOR DISCIPLINARY ACTION OR CONTRACT NONRENEWAL 
1- The District may determine not to renew the contract of an educator for any of the following 
reasons: 
a. Immorality, 
b. Insubordination, which includes an act of serious insubordination, repeated acts of 
insubordination, or a pattern of insubordinate behavior. 
c. Incompetence-
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d Mental or physical incapacity, 
e. The need to reduce staff size due to a drop in student enrollment, program or service 
discontinuance, a shortage of anticipated revenue after dte budget has been adopted, or 
school consolidation. 
fr Conviction of a felony or misdemeanor involving moral turpitude. 
g. Conduct which may be harmful to students or Ihe District. 
h. Improper or unlawful physical contact with students, 
i, Repeated violation of District policy. 
j . Unprofessional conduct not characteristic of or befitting a Jordan District educator. 
b. Unsatisfactory compliance with terms of probation {see District policy 
DP313—Provisional and Probationary Certificated Personnel). 
L Any reason that ihe District in its sole discretion deems reasonable and appropriate 
(applies to provisional employees only)r 
m- Performance, attitude, or other employment attribute which is substantially below the 
performance reasonably expected from other educators having similar responsibilities and 
duties as determined by District policy DP311—Evaluation for Certificated Personnel. 
2. The District may determine not lo issue a contract to any educator whose status is "Provisional," 
as defined under District pohcy DP313—Provisional or Probationary Certificated Personnel. 
B. DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS 
The District "nay elect to proceed with disciplinary action to warn the employee that his/her conduct places 
the employee in danger of termination during the contract term. The District may elect to exclude any or all 
of the following steps and proceed directly with teimination for cause. No disciplinary action shall 
thereafter prejudice the right of the Districl to proceed with termination for cause on the same facts which 
gave rise to the disciplinary action. 
1- Oral Reprimand: Oral reprimand may be issued by the immediate supervisor. 
2- Written Reprimand: Written reprimand is issued by the immediate supervisor or District 
Administration which warns the employee that adverse employee actions which may include 
contract termination may be taken. 
a. This warning is active for a two-year period and may remain in either the school file or in 
the employee's district ptTSonne] file. 
b. The warning does not prejudice the right of the District to proceed with termination for 
cause should the misconduct continue. 
3. Probation: The District may elect, but is not required to place the employee on probation for 
misconduct which could be grounds of lenni nation during the contract year, 
a. The District is solely responsible for determining the length and terms of probation 
except under the provisions of District Policy DP311—Evaluation of Certificated 
Employees, 
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b. Probation shall not prejudice the right of the District to proceed with termination for 
cause on the same facts which gave rise to the probation. 
A. Suspension: The District may- at its discretion, place the employee on suspension, 
a. The District shall be solely responsible for determining whether the suspension is to be 
with or without pay and for determining the duration of the suspension. 
b. Suspension may, among other reasons, be invoked by the District when further 
investigation is deemed necessary or desirable in order to make an informed decision 
concerning die employment of an employee or for the purpose of a waiting the outcome of 
criminal charges pending against an employee. 
c. Suspension of a teacher shall not in any way prejudice the right of the District to proceed 
with other action, including termination for cause, at a later date, 
d. Furthermore, the fact that pending criminal charges against a teacher may be resolved in 
favor of the teacher shall not preclude the District from initiating termination for cause 
proceedings or other disciplinary action against the teacher based ali or in part upon the 
same facts which gave rise to the criminal charges. 
5, Any employee subject to disciplinary action shall be given the opportunity to be represented in 
any meeting or conference to which they are invited or required to attend with respect to the 
disciplinary action 
C. CAUSES FOR CONTRACT TERMINATION 
1. The District may terminate the employment of any educator during the term of the educator's 
contract for any of the reasons listed above under items ar through k 
2. The District may terminate the employment of any educator during the term of the educator's 
contract for any act, failure to act, or conduct which constitutes a breach of the educator's 
employment contract. 
D. PHOCEDURES WHEN RENEWAL OF THE CONTRACT OF A CAREER EDUCATOR IS IN 
QUESTION 
1. When continued employment of a career educator is in question, the career educator shall be 
informed in writing at least three (3) months before the end of the contract term. 
a- The reasons why continued employment is in question shall be specified' 
b. The career educator shall be provided an opportunity to correct the deficiencies which are 
causing continued employment to be in question. Assistance may be granted the educator 
to correct the deficiencies including informal conferences and services of school 
personnel, 
E. PROCEDURES WHEN THE CONTRACT OF A CAREER EDUCATOR WILL NOT BE RENEWED 
1. When the contract of a career educator will not be renewed, the career educator shall be notified in 
writing at least two (2) months before the end of the contract term, 
2. The notice shall state the date of termination and set forth the reasons for contract nonrenewal. 
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3, The nodce shall include A date for an informal conference with the administration, a dale for a 
hearing before an independent hearing officer, and a dale for a hearing before the Board of 
Education. 
a. The hearing shall be scheduled at intervals of ten (10) days. 
b, A recommendation shall be required from the hearing examiner within ten (10) days of the 
date of the hearing-
4. The career educator shall be notified of the right to have the conference and hearings scheduled, [f 
the educator elects not to attend, the dates will be cancelled. 
5. The career educator shall be informed of the right to be represented at the hearing^} by a 
representative of his/her choice. 
6, The notice shall be delivered to the career educator personally or sent by certified mail to the 
educator's Last-known address. 
F, PROCEDURES WHEN PROVISIONAL CONTRACT W1JX NOT BE ISSUED 
I. Provisional educators, as defined under District policy DP313—Provisional and Probationary 
Certificated Personnel, are not entitled to employment beyond the end of the term of the present 
contract, and may nol reasonably expect continued employment in succeeding years. 
a. When the District determines not to issue a contract of employment to a currently 
employed provisional educator, the educator shall be notified in writing at least sixty (60) 
days prior to the end of the current school year. 
b. When the District decides to terminate the employment of a provisional educator during 
the contract term, the employee is entitled to a fair hearing (see item G I. d.). 
G, PROCEDURES FOR TERMINATION DURING CONTRACT TERM 
1. NOTICE 
a. When an educator is to be terminated during a contract term, the District shall notify the 
educator in writing of the intent to terminate. 
b. The notice shall be delivered to the individual personally or sent by certified mail to the 
individual's last-known address at least 15 days prior to the proposed date of termination. 
c. The notice shall state the date of termination and set forth the reasons for termination, 
d The nodce shall include a date that the individual must notify the district to begin Ihe 
appeal process, Tbis date must be no sooner than ten (10) days after the termination date. 
The process includes the right to an informal conference with the administration, the right 
to a bearing before an independent hearing officer, and the right to a hearing before the 
Board of Education. 
(1) The hearings shall be scheduled at intervals often (10| days whenever possible-
(2) A recommendation shall be required from the hearing examiner within ten (10) 
days of the date of the hearing. 
t- The notice shall also inform the educator of the right to be represented at die hearing(s) by 
a representative of his/her choice. 
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CONTINUED EDUCATOR SERVICE 
a. After notice of termination, the educator, at the option of the superintendent, may remain 
on the job, be reassigned to another certificated position, or be subject ID other reasonable 
personnel actions. 
b. If the siroerintendent finds that continued employment may be harmful to students or the 
District, the educator shall be suspended with pay pending termination. No more than 
fifteen (15) days of salary shall be provided to employees who are on suspension. 
(1) The District shall notify the educator of the suspension in writing. 
(2) The District notice shall include findings of fact as to why harm may result to 
students or the District if active service is allowed to continue, 
HE ARING CANCELLED 
3- Ifa hearing is cancelled by the educator, the written notice of intention to terminate 
employment will serve as written notice of final termination by the Board. 
b. The causefs) of termination are those contained in the notice of intention to terminate 
employment, _ 
APPOINTMENT OF HEARING EXAMINER 
a- On or before July i, the superintendent and the organization representing a majority of the 
educators shall mutually agree upon a pool of eight (S) impartial hearing officers, four (4) 
Ing Auninl I f ^ p e c f c *arm| shfeBbtfaifolJows: 
til a^LaftKitwknAiesVQflAJpoW cAearing 
officers. If there is one name chosen in common, that hearing officer shall be first on the 
list The remaining names shall be drawn at random and placed on the list in the order 
drawn. Ifthereareno names chosen in common, all of names shall be drawn at random 
and placed on the list according to the order of the draw. The hearing officers shall then 
be called in the order they appear on the list until one is found that is available for (he day 
of the hearing. 
c. The cost of services of the hearing examiner shall be equally shared by the District and the 
educator or the organization representing the educator. 
CONDUCT OF THE HEARING 
a- The educator may be represented by counsel and may call witnesses, hear accusing 
testimony, cross examine witnesses, and examine documentary evidence. 
b- The District shall make available District employees if needed as witnesses for either 
party. 
c- Parties shall exchange documentary evidence at least two (2) days before the scheduled 
hearing. 
c- The hearing shall be conducted informally, and the rules of evidence used in courts of law 
need not be strictly observed, 
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e. The bearing proceedings shall be recorded and preserved in a manner to assure 
completeness and accuracy; i.e.* electronic tape recording. Stenographic recording shall 
not be required. 
6. HEARING EXAMINERS DECISION 
a. After hearing ail of the evidence, the hearing examiner may render an oral decision 
immediately following the conclusion of the proceeding. The hearing examiner shall 
within ten(iO) days of the hearing, render a written decision supported by findings of fact 
b. The decision may recommend to the Board thai the proposed action be taken or mat the 
proposed action not be taken or that other action less severe than the proposed action be 
taken, 
c. The decision of the hearing examiner, together with me findings of fact, shall be sent by 
certified mail to the educator's last known address, A copy shall be mailed lo the 
educator's representative; if any. 
7. REQUEST FOR BOARD REVIEW 
a. The educator shall have Ehc nght to request a Board review of the decision of the hearing 
examiner. 
b. A written request for a Board review must be received by the President of the Board of 
Education within ten (10} days of the date the hearing examiner's decision is postmarked-
c. The Board review shall be upon the record made in the hearing before the hearing 
examine^ except that the Board may, at its discretion, hear additional testimony or 
argument 
8. BOARD REVIEW NOT REQUESTED OR DECISION FAVORS EDUCATOR 
a. If a request for review is not received or /fine decision of the hearing examiner is in favor 
of the educator, the Board shall determine whether or not to adopt the decision of the 
hearing examine:. 
b. If the Board adopts ihe decision of the hearing examiner, the findings of fact prepared by 
the hearing examiner, if any. shall be deemed the findings of fact made by the Board. 
The District shall notify the educator of the Board's decision by certified mail. 
c. If the Board detennines not to adopt the decision of the hearing examiner, the Board shall 
review the matter based upon the record made in the hearing before the hearing examinerT 
except that the BoardT at its discretion, may hear additional testimony or argument. 
(I) The administration will notify die educator if the Board determines to hear 
additional testimony or argument-
9. BOARDDECISION 
a. Withinflve (5) days of receiving the hearing examiner's decision, the Board shall render a 
decision that the originally proposed action be taken, that the originally proposed action 
not be taken, or thai other action less severe than the originally proposed action be taken. 
b, The Board shall issue findings of fact that support [he decision or may adopt the findings 
of fact prepared by the hearing examiner. 
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The educator shall be notified of ibe derision of the Board and the findings of fact by 
certified mail addressed to the educator's last known address. A copy shall be sent To (he 
educator's representative, if any. 
10. FINALITY 
a. The decision of the Board in all cases is final. 
A rehearing shall not be allowed. 
11. APPEAL 
a. Upon the timely filing of an appeal of the decision of die Board in an appropriate court of 
law. (he Board shall cause to be prepared, certified, and transmitted to the court, the 
decision of the Board, die findings of fact of the Board, and die record of the hearing before 
the hearing examiner Or Board or both, 
12. RESTORATION OFRECORDS AND BENEFITS 
a- If die final decision is made in favor of the educator, the charges) shall be expunged from 
the educator's record except when substantive problems exist but the recommendation to 
terminate was dismissed or modified because of procedural errors. 
b. If the final decision is made in favor of the educator, the educator shall be reimbursed for 
salary and benefits lost during suspension, if any. 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes that the moratorium on DP 315 Neg. Grievance Policy, sections J.\, 
K. and L. be in effect for up to three years, with review as needed. 
Rationale 
Since the Association has not filed a grievance which as led to the above level, 
neither side has had the opportunity to work with the proposed revisions. The 
policy should remain in moratorium until that time and renegotiated at that time. 
Tentative Agreement 
Jordan Education Association 
Date ^iL^zn.-m/u 
04/27/04 10:32 AM 
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DEFINITIONS 
A. Grievance - A complaint which: 
1. Sets forth the allegation that there has been a violation of any District policy, or slate oi federal 
law. 
2. Specifically identities the policy or stature violated. 
B. Grievani - Any Hudent, employee, teacher or parent aggrieved by a decision or condition falling under 
District policy, or stale or federal law. 
C. Compliance Officer - The District employee or employees designated to coordinate compliance efforts 
concerning District policy and state and federal law charged with the responsibility of investigating 
complaints. 
PROCEDURE 
A. Step I; 
1. Any certificated employee alleging a grievance is encouraged to resolve the problem, if possible* 
through an informs? discussion with the immediate supervisor. If this is not satisfactory, ihe 
grievant shall file at Step II. 
B. Step II: 
1, Any certificated employee alleging a grievance shall present a completed grievance form to 
his/her immediate supervisor. A copy of the grievance will be immediately forwarded by me 
supervisor to the District compliance officer who shall then submit the issue in question to the 
Jordan_Educatiorj Association (JEA) in writing. JEA has the option of reviewjng the issue and 
making a written response to the District compliance officer. 
a. The supervisor shall respond to the grievance, in writing, within five (5) working days 
following receipt of the grievance. 
b, If the response (decision) does not resolve the problem, the grievant shall be free to file 
the grievance at Step in. 
C. Step HI: 
1. The Investigatory Committee may be activated at this step only. (See Miscellaneous Item I.) 
a. The grievant shall prepare and file the grievance with the compliance officer. 
b. The Investigation Committee or the compliance officer shall investigate the complaint 
with the parties concerned in the grievance within fifteen (15) working days of the 
grievance having been filed. 
c. The compliance officer shall issue a written report setting forth his/her findings and 
recommendations for the resolution of the grievance within five (5) working days after the 
conclusion of the investigation.. 
d. The grievance shall be considered resolved if the grievant and the District accept the 
recommendations of the compliance officer, or if the grievant fails to file the grievance at 
Step IV within the time limits set forth herein, 
e. If no written report has been issued within the time limits set forth in "c" above, or if [he 
grievant or District shall reject the recommendations of the compliance officer, the 
grievant shall be free to file the grievance at Step IV
 r 
D. Step IV: 
1. If the grievant rejects the recommendations of the District compliance officer, or the compliance 
officer fails to issue a written report in the time specified, the grievant shall have ten (10) 
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working days to request thai an impartial hearing examiner be selected to hear the grievance, 
(Procedures for the selection of the hearing examiner are In the miscellaneous provisions,) 
2. The hearing examiner shall submit written recommendations to the Superintendent and the 
gnevant or his/her designated representative within ten (10) working days after the bearing. 
3. The Superintendent shall, within five (5) working days, submit in writing to the grievant the 
District's decision to reject or accept the hearing examiner's recommendation. 
E, Step V: 
J. If the grievant rejects the recommendations of the superintendent or his designee, or if the 
superintendent or his designee fails to issue a report within the time limits set forth above, the 
grievant shall be free to file the grievance at Step V within ten (TO) working days of the date the 
recommendation of the Superintendent or his designee was issued or should have been issued. 
2. The grievance at Step V shall be filed with the Board in the following manner: 
a. The grievant shall file the grievance by delivering it to the Board within the time limits 
set form herein. 
b r Within ten <I0) working days of receipt of the grievance, the Board shall establish a 
hearing date to hear the testimony of all interested parties. The Board shall have the 
authority to call witnesses for the hearing. Such hearing will be held within twenty (20) 
working days of the filing of the grievance. 
c Within thirty (30) working days of the filing of the grievance at Step V, the Board shall 
issue its determination of the grievance. The findings of the Board shall be final and 
binding-
MISCKMANFOTIS PROVISIONS 
A. A grievance must be filed within twenty (20) working days ofthe date grievani knew or should have 
known of the circumstances which precipitated the grievance. 
B. A grievance shall furnish sufficient background concerning the alleged violation which identifies 
daie(s), timefs), persons}, and actions that led to the allegation. 
C. No person shall suffer recrimination or discrimination because of participation in this grievance 
procedure. 
D. Hearings should be scheduled during a mutually convenient timer 
E. Employees shall be free to testify regarding any grievance filed hereunder 
F. Confidentiality will be observed pending resolution of the grievance or final decision by the Board. 
G. Nothing contained herein shall be construed so as to limit in any way the ability of the District and the 
grievant to resolve any grievance, mutually and informally. 
H, The grievant shall be entitled to representation of his/her choice in all stages of these proceedings. 
L The Investigatory Committee shall be selected as follows: The District shall designate one member of 
its choice and the JEA shall designate one member of its choice, and these two appointees shall 
recommend a third committee member subject to the approval by the JEA and the District. This 
committee shall conduct investigations of grievances filed by persons asking to be represented by the 
JEA and shall report the results of its findings and its recommendations, in writing, to the District 
compliance officer who shall be responsible to make final determination of all grievances. All 
grievances shall be investigated and a response made, regardless of whether or not the grievant asks for 
representation. 
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J, 
K. 
L. 
M. 
All committee appointments shall be made prior to the beginning of each school year. When required. 
all members of the Investigative Committee shall be excused from their regular assignments ro perform 
. investigation);- — ____ _ — ~ — 
The JEA and the District shall submit to each other a list of names of persons to be considered as 
impartial hearing examiners. On or before July I, the superintendent and the organization shall 
mutually agree upon a pool of eight (S) impartial hearing officers, four (4) shall be submitted by me 
District and four (4) by the JEA. The list shall be maintained at all times until such time as either 
party shall, in writing, raise an objection to a member on [be list. Such objection, if any, must be 
The 
Assd^ia^nlndVerJIffJt^alldph fcoosJwo l^nejFmE n \ p o l oftearijig jfflftsjlf mere is 
one name cfiosenin common, math£anng office? shtuTbe first onthelist. The remaining names shall 
be drawn at random and placed on the lift in the order drawn. If there are no names chosen in common. 
all of the name* shall be drawn at random and placed on me list according to me order of the draw. The 
bearing officers shall then be called in the order they appear on the list until one is found thai is 
available for the day of (be hearing. 
The cosr of services of the hearing examiner shall be equally shared by the District and (he educator or 
die organization representing the educator. 
In the event that the grievance remains unresolved ^t the termination of mis grievance procedure, me 
grievani is free to pursue such litigation or statutory remedy as the law may provide. 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposed that the No-Absence Incentive Policy DP 354 Neg. be titled the 
Attendance Incentive-Certificated. JEA also proposed that policy remain in 
moratorium for the 2004-05 year to continue to see If proposed changes from 
the 2003-04 Negotiated Agreement have made an Impact on teacher attendance. 
Rationale 
We have only looked at the data from the 2002-03 school year. I t would be wise 
to review data from the current year to see if any changes in behavior have 
occurred prior to rewritten the formula into policy. 
Tentative Agreement 
Far Jordan Education A^scdstio:? 
Date .b^-A-n.in* 
04/27^4 11:39 AM 
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„L Boanl PoJIrv 
The Board recognizes that ii is in the best interest of students to have employees on the job each contract day, and 
^*gafpsrn f lv'a^m^ f t i^nf ' 'w t w T f l M f h ^ '^ f ^ J ^ m i "" t ^ n g n c Wft AhjQHwi AjjsftfnrcgTnr;frr'hvf'Pf'l'f:yfnr 
qualifying employees. 
II. Adm^iislraHan Polkv 
The No Absonee Attendance Incentive. policy shall be administered according to the following guidelines: 
Guidelines 
A. Funds recouped for "no pay" days, based on average salary less the cost of substitutes, shall be distributed 
equally to those employees paid on teacher salary schedules who do not use any sick leave, personal leave, or 
"no pay" days during the contract year, 
1. Employees must complete a full contract year to be eligible* 
2- Only those employees eligible for fringe benefits can be the recipients of This program. 
3. Payment will be made on the regular July check based upon "no pay" days used from July through June. 
4. Payment of available funds to eligible employees shall be prorated according to the number of hours 
worked per day. 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes the changes as written In AA 421 Neg. Locaf Professional 
Improvement Committee. 
Rationale 
These changes represent the current philosophy around professional 
development in the district Changes were proposed by Brenda Hales, George 
Welch and Laura Black. 
Tentative Agreement 
Jordan Education Association 
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I. Bftard PnlicT 
The Board recognizes the vafue of a competent, professionally trained teaching staffa^id authorizes establishment of a 
Local Professional Improvement Committee {LPIC) to encourage, guide, and reward the professional development of 
staff membcrs-
II* Adpnlnistrflttoii Policy 
The Administration shall administer this policy in accordance with the following guidelines: 
guidelines 
A, Membership 
1, The Jordan School District LPIC shall consist of the following members: 
s- The Executive Director of Curriculum and Staff Development. 
b. Petf Xhjgg principals (one elementary, one middle school, gal one high school, and one from a 
apecial program related school). 
c Pew Three teacheis {one elementary, one middle school, anyone high school, and one frem a 
special program related school). 
2. The Executive Director of Curriculum and Staff Development shall act as chairperson. The chairperson 
shall vote only in the case of a tie. 
3, The feHFHUES principals shall be nominated by the Area Executive Directors and will serve two-year 
terms. The elementary and high school terms expire on the odd year, und the, speoinl programs and middle 
school terms expire on the even year. 
4. The few t h i s teachers shall be nominated by the Jordan Education Association (JEA) and approved by 
the Superintendent, Teachers will serve two-year terms. The special programs md middle school terms 
empire on the odd year, and the elementary and high school terms expire on the even year. 
B. Schedule of Meetings 
LPIC meetings shall be hetd as needed on the first Wednesday of the month, September through April, and twice 
in Mav. on thejjrsj and last Wednesday. Other Mjneetings will be scheduled as often as business requires. 
n^P^sihmtiPs 
The LPIC shall review all school and individual inservice requests for credit and make recommendations 
regarding approval. Upon LPIC approval, the Executive Director of Curriculum and Staff Development shall 
Signtheuiservieerequests. The Executive Dirgaor of Curriculum and Staff Development and curriculum 
consultants wijjjgyiew and approve District inservice requests. 
1. Any District educator may submit to the Staff Developmem Office a request to leach a specific inservice 
course. The Staff Development Office will then arrange for the class according io district guidelines, 
2. Any District educator ^principal may submit to the Staff Development Office a request for mscrvice 
training. The Staff Development Office will then arrange for the class according lodiiirici guidelines. 
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3. BefOre a District, school "I inrflvil'?ljal course is approved, the instructors) must have a resume on file 
with the Staff Development Office as well as a course syllabus, afld-a student evaluation plan, and a 
siaKroent
 Qf d,e jfegired acadernjcgutcome. The cftaigpcf«nl will Aon accJt the-approval of tin LPIC. 
Any inservice class for salary lane credit must be approved before the class begins. 
4 . Any inservice for credit must carry the signature of a central office sponsor. 
5. Laneghanpe credit will be granted for all course approved hv the Utah State Office of Education (USGE\ 
and posted fnr credit on CACTUS. Credit will be granted for courses taught by other agencies a£ long as 
the courses are submitted to and approved by the LPIC before the course begins and the course meets all 
other policy requirements. 
6. Only requests received by the 25th of each month will be assured consideration a£ Ihe next LPIC meeting. 
7. The following criteria will be used for inservice evaluation: 
a. The request meets an established district need. 
b. Ten rim Fourteen fl4>elock hours (60-minute sessions) of classroom instruction are required for 
each one (I) quarter semester hour of credit. Fifteen (15) elflelt houra (CO-uiinute acaaionj) are 
poquiwd for each one (1) semester hour-af-cffldiL Clock hours are considered as direct instruction. 
Lab activities* homework, or lime for meals cannot be countcd. 
c. With the exception of T J i r approve School and Individual-Professional Development used to 
take approved classes. Afill inservice credit awarded must be earned after contract hours. 
S. Clarification of Jane change credit: 
a. Credit for salary lane change* will be granted for resident (on-campus) college credit, as tension 
credit from U<nh collegea UjOE approved credit. District approved credit, and LPIC approved 
diatriet sponsored inservice credit. 
An inservice dass offered out of the District may be approved for salary Jane change credit if it is 
recommended byoneor more District administrators as meeting an assessed District need. 
b. With the exception of School and Individ JB! Professional Development Davs. iinservice trainina 
where teachers receive a stipend cannot be counted for salary lane change but may count toward 
state recertifixation. A stipend will be considered as an hourly payment or honorarium for 
attendance. District stipends will be based on the current hourly inservice/ curriculum development 
rate. An honorarium will be considered a payment fee, not a reimbursement for expenses. 
c. With the i^figplion of School and Indi v « M Professional Development Days- Stipends given to 
inservice instructors will be based on the current hourly inservice curriculum development rate, 
plus the same rate for an agreed upon number of preparation hours not to exceed the total number 
of hours of instruction. An instructor may elect to receive credit in lieu of pay the first time 
he/she teaches a particular course. 
d. With the EEcgption of School and Individual Professional Development Davs. fcnsemce classes 
held on contract time will not carry salary lane change credit. If administrators are involved in 
approved inservice training courses for credit, compensatory time may be arranged upon approval 
of the Area Executive Director. 
e. iTmw«i»y™»jtimriii i v>a^P^ '^" i " f|nnTtr.r hour pen^e^gr-hourbasis Multiply aemeatcr hours 
by 1.5 to convert to equivalent quarter hours, 
f. Jordan District contract employees must submit application forms and pay a registration fee based 
on the number of credit hours for which they register. A acpurmc fee schedule ahall be esmfrhflhed 
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fbF nep-anployaw: Any changes in the fee structure must be approved by the Local Professional 
Improvement Committee and the District Administration. 
gr Salary lane change credit will be processed in the Human Resources Department in accordance 
with policy DP309—Salary Guidelines, which details educator responsibilities, 
B. The LPIC shail assist with inservice needs assessment by reviewing assessment instruments and making 
recommendations related to assessment procedures. 
C. The school principal or his/her designee shall serve as die inservice information disseminator at each school. 
D. The LFIC shall screen all applications ibr sabbatical leave according to policy DP333 NEG—Sabbatical Leave, 
and make recommendations to (he Superintendent for approval 
1. The Qumberbf people approved for sabbatical leave is determined by the Board. All applications must 
bo approved by the Board before being granted. 
2. When a sabbatical leave is successfully completed, a copy of the educational program and a transcript of 
credit and a report will be submitted to the LPIC for review. The LPIC will notify the Superintendent of 
successful completion or failure to comply. 
3. Personnel on sabbatical leave must submit a progress report to the LPIC by February 15 of the year the 
leave is granted. The report is to include the date the employee intends to return to full-time status. 
Following review by the LPIC, the report will be forwarded to the Human Resources Department. 
4. An employee returning from aone(l) year sabbatical leave will be placed in the same school and 
position as was held at the time the leave was granted, unless he or she requests otherwise. His/her 
replacement will be hired on a temporary basis and will be so advised upon hiring. 
E. The LPEC shall screen all applications for educational leave according to policy DP332 NEG—Educational 
Leave, and make recommendations to the Superintendent for approval. 
L The number of people approved for educational leave is determined by the Board. 
2. Personnel on educational leave must submit a progress report to the LPIC by February l5oftheyearthe 
leave Is granted. The report is to include the date the employee intends to return to full-time status and/or 
a request for a one-year extension if needed. Following review by the LPIC, the report will be forwarded 
to the Human Resources Department. 
3. When an educational leave is successfully completed, a copy of the outline of studies and a transcript of 
credit and a report will be submitted to the LPIC and the Superintendent tor review, 
F. The LPIC shall screen all applicants for short-term, less than four-week raid educationajjtaves associated with 
FulbrifhLscholarships and exchanges. 
F Q. The LPIC will function to assist District educators with certification and endorsement needs in accordance with 
the standards and guidelines of the Utah State Board of Education. 
Tentative Agreement * 
For Jordan E d ^ v . i - : A^-ociatfon 
Negotiations. 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes the following changes Jn DP 324 Neg. Sick Leave-Certificated. 
Rationale 
Concerns were address in District Advisory Committee and need to follow with 
corrective language, 
Tentative Agreement 
For Jord^fSchpb^pistrict 
For Jordan Education Association 
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L Board Poller 
II is the policy of ihe Board to authorize paid sick leave benefits for certificated personnel who work 20 hours per week 
or more and to comply with requirements of Public Law 103-3, Family and Medical Leave Acl. The Board delegates lo 
the Administration responsibility for establishing guidelines for sick leave and family leave benefits. If additional leave 
is needed beyond what is covered in this policy
 h refer to the Family Medical Leave Policy—DP322 NEG-
LL Administration Policy 
Hie sick leave policy shall be administered according to the following guidelines: 
Guidelines 
A, Sick Leave Allowances 
L Until retirement or termination, certificated employees with a continuous service date prior to July 1, 
1977, shall be allowed unlimited sick leave not to exceed ISO days per contract year for 9-month 
employees, 220 days for 11-month employees, and 240 days for 12-month employees. 
2. Certificated employees with a continuous service date on or after July 1, 1977, shall be allowed sick leave 
in accordance with the following schedule: 
Years I and 2 10 days per year1* 
Years 3 through 5 12 days per year* 
Years 6 through 10 13 days per year* 
Years l i through 15 14 days per year* 
Years 16 and beyond 15 days per year* 
Maximum accumulations: 
I76andl&4-day contracts (9 month) ISQdays 
220lo233-daycontracts(Il month) 220days 
245-day contracts (12 month) 240 days 
* Note: An employee may use up to three days of his/her own accumulated sick leave to attend to the 
health care needs of immediate family members, (Immediate family is defined as husband, wife* daughter, 
son, employee's or spouse's father, mother, grandchild, brother, sister, grandfather, grandmother, brother-
in-law, sister-in-law, son-in-law. daughter-in-law, or other person residing in the employee's home.) This 
schedule does not change The way unused sick leave benefits are calculated at the time of retirement 
3. Calculating sick leave allowances 
a. Employees hired after a contract year has started shall receive sick leave benefits on a prorated basis 
for the remainder of that year. (For example, an employee who is on contract for 50 percenl of the 
contract year would be eligible [o receive 50 percent or 5 days of the 10-day annual sick leave 
allowance.) 
a When calculating sick leave allowances in subsequent years, employees shall be awarded a fuf] year of 
service for the first partial year of employment if their hire date is prior to January L If their hire date 
is after January I, no service shall be awarded for the first partial year of employment, 
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4. Sick leave benefits during approved absences 
a. Interruptions of work for sabbatical leave, educational leave, or other authorized leaves shall not be 
considered a break in continuous service. Should an employee be granted a leave for any reason, 
he/she will keep his/her number of cumulative sick leave days to be used upon return, bui shall not 
be considered for sick leave during Ihe time of leave-
b. Employees returning from authorized leaves shall receive sick leave benefits according to the policy 
in force at (he time the leave began except when the policy is changed as a result of negotiations. 
5. Use of sick leave for critical family care 
A maximum often (JO) days of sick leave may be used each year ta care for a critically ill member of the 
immediate family or critically ill person residing on a permanent basis in the employee's home. 
a. Immediate family shall include mother, father, son, daughter, husband, or wife. 
b. Use of sick leave for critical family illness must be authorized by the Sick Leave Bank Review 
Committee, The employee must submit his/her request in writing to the Sick Leave Bank Review 
Committee using the form available m the Human Resources Department. 
c. Employees may not apply for critical family illness benefits until all accrued personal leave days 
and family leave days are used. 
d. In cases of extended critical illness, employees may apply for additional days beyond the ten (10) 
day allowance 
(1) If circumstances warrant it, the Sick Leave Bank Review Committee may authorize 
additional days equal to the number of unused family days available at the beginning of the 
critical illness. (A maximum of 3.) 
(2) Employees who have exhausted personal, sick and family leave benefit, but who must 
continue io deal wim a critical family care (as defined in iiem 5 above) may apply to the Sick 
Leave Bank Review Committee for additional days. One additional day may be granted for 
each year of service in the District up to a maximum of 12 days. If additional days are 
granted, only the cost of a long-term substitute shall be deducted from [he educators pay. 
(3} For those employees hired prior to July L 1977, the Sick Leave Bank Review Committee 
may allow the use of sick leave days for a critical family care (as deFjned in item 5 above). 
One additional day may be granted for each year of service in the District up to a maximum 
of 12 days. If additional days are granted, only the cost of a long-term substitute will be 
deducied from the educator's pay. 
6. UWT of sick leave for adoption 
a. An employee who adopts a child must apply for critical family care days by submitting his/her request 
in writing to the Sick Leave Bank Review Committee using the form available in the Human 
Resources Department, Employees may u&e up to a maximum often n m tfavscriiica] family leave aj 
ihe time of actual custody of the child. 
b. Employees may not apply for critical family care benefits until all accrued persona! leave and family 
leave days are used, 
c. Employees may he granted a moHimuiw lCdaya l«*e at the lime of actual euaiody of tlw? child in 
drG; Any additional leave must fall under the guidelines of DP322—Family Medical Leave Act. 
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-e=d, Part-time employees (half-lime 01 more) may be granted up to a total of twelve (12) weeks leave 
(paid and jicn paid, including any off track time lo continue to care for an adopted infant 
(!) During the leave period, die District shall continue lo pay its portion of the employee's 
group health insurance premium. An employee on leave must continue to pay his/her 
portion of the health insurance premium in order to keep coverage in effect. 
(2) An employee is not entitled to the accrual of any seniority or employment benefits that 
would have accrued if not for [he leave- An employee will not lose any seniority or 
employment benefits mat accrued before the date the leave began. 
(3) If an employee fails to return to work after the leave has ended, the District may recover 
rhe health insurance premium paid by the District on the employee's behalf. 
B. Sick Leave Limitations for Employees Hired Prior to July 1, 1977 
1. Employees hired prior to July 1, 1977, who are off continuously from one contract year to the next and arc 
approved for long-term disability shall be paid a maximum of 180 days of sick leave. If an employee is 
absent more than 100 days in a contract year, sick leave will be limited to 30 days the following year 
unless the employee has returned to work and then finds ii necessary to apply for long-term disability. If 
that occurs, an employee wifl be granted the remainder of his/her 180-day sick leave days from the 
previous year. 
2. If the District suffers a revenue loss, sick leave allowances may be reduced in order to assure solvency and 
maintain a balanced budget as required by law. 
3. Employees hired prior to July 1, | 0 7 7< who use lOOor more days of sick leave during a contract year shall 
be limited to 30 days of sick leave during the following contract year. At the beginning of the third year, 
the employee's standard sick leave benefits shall be reinstated or termination procedures shall be 
implemented in accordance with policy DPM6-Orderly Termination Procedures. 
C, Sick Leave Bank 
1, Establishment of the sick leave bank 
a. Each year, one-half (1/2) day shall be placed in the srek bank for each certificated employee who is 
on the accumulative sick leave program. 
b. Unused days in the sick leave bank shall not carry forward to the next year to an accumulated 
maximum of 200 days. 
2. Use of the sick ieave bank 
a. The sick leave bank is designed for serious, unanticipated long-term illnesses. It is not intended lo 
be used for short-term, in-and-out absences, elective medical procedures or other medical care that 
could be scheduled during non-contract time. 
b. Days from the sick leave bank shall be granted to eligible employees only after all accrued sick 
leave, family leave, and personal leave days have been used. 
c A combination of continuous years of service and accumulated sick leave days shall be used to 
determine ihc number of sick bank days which an employee qualifies io receive and any pay loss to 
be sustained. (Years of service shall be computed in accordance with established guidelines for 
salary step movement,) 
d. Employees are noi eligible io participate in the sick barik until 12 months after the date of 
employment. 
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D, Sick Bank Allowances 
1. Second Year Employees 
Second year employees anal I be allowed up ID 10 sick bank days at full pay according, to the following schedule: 
Daysof Acoimutatcd Number of Days that Sick Bank 
Sick Leave at Beginning Long-Term Substitute Days Allowed 
of Long-Tant Absence CPJK Will Be Datitoed At Full Pay 
iSplui 0 10 
14 I 9 
13 2 8 
12 3 7 
U 4 6 
10 5 5 
o 6 4 
g 7 3 
7 S 2 
6 9 I 
5orfe*er 10 0 
b. After all sick bank days allowed according to the schedule listed under item a. are used, second year 
employees may be granted up to 10 additional sick bank days if circumstances warrant it. The cost 
of a long-term substitute shall be deducted for eacH additional day used under this option. 
c. In cases of catastrophic illness or injury, Ihe Sick Bank Committee may grant seuond year 
employees up to 20 additional days of sick bank after all sick bank days provided under items a and 
b. are exhausted. Thecostofa long-term substitute shall be deducted for each additional day used 
under this option, 
2. Third Year Employees 
a. Third year employees shall be allowed up to 40 sick bank days at full pay according m the 
following schedule: 
Days of Accumulated 
tick L a v e ai Beginning 
of Long-Term Absence 
15 plus 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
& 
1 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Number of Days thai 
Long-Term Substitute 
To^ts Wil l Be Deducted 
0 
L 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Sick Bank 
Days Allowed 
Ar. Pull Pav 
40 
39 
38 
37 
3 6 
35 
34 
33 
32 
31 
30 
29 
2S 
27 
26 
25 
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b. After all sick bank days allowed according to the schedule listed under item a. are used, third year 
employees may be granted up to 40 additional sick bank days if circumstances warrant it The cost 
of a long-term substitute shall be deducted for each additional day used under this option. 
c, In cases of catastrophic illness or injury, the Sick Bank Committee may grant third year employees 
sufficient sick bank days to cover their transition Jo long-term disability after all of the sick bank 
days provided under items a, and b, are exhausted. The cost of a long-term substitute shall be 
deducted for each additional day used under this option. 
3, Employees with four or more years of service shall beaHowed up to 120 days from the sick bank at full 
pay less the cost of the substitute for each day the employee falls below 15 days of accumulated sick leave 
at the beginning of the long-term absence. (A maximum of 15 days' long-term substitute costs will be 
deducted) 
&. Sick bank limitations 
a. Prior to granting sick bank days, an employee shall agree in writing to repay compensation at 
his/her daily rate of pay for sick bank days used or granted if he/she terminates employment with 
the district for other than medical reasons before completion of the current and succeeding contract 
year. 
b. The illness/injury must be medically documented with a statement bearing an original signature 
from the attending physician. The verification of absence form may not be stamped with a 
physician's signature or signed by the attending nurse, office manager, elc. 
c. A second opinion may be requiied with any costs noi covered by insurance borne by the District. 
d. When an employee sequesls sick bank days more than once within a 48-month period for an 
unrelated illness, a three (3)-day toss of pay shall be required before sick bank days are granted. Use 
of sick bank days shall be limited 10 120 days within a4S-month period. The employee will also 
be required to meet all other qualifying criteria. 
e. Under catastrophic conditions, employees may appeal to the sick bank committee for a waiver of 
pay loss provisions. The committee shall review the employee's attendance record and other related 
factors and either grant or deny the waiver based on the findings. No appeal beyond the sick bank 
committee is provided-
Sick Leave Review Board 
1. A Sick Leave Revie* Board shall be organized to review issues related to sick bank usage and cases of 
suspected sick leave abuse. 
2. The Sick Leave Review Board shall be composed of one administrator appointed by the superintendent and 
two members appointed by the president of the Jordan Education Association. 
Abuse of Sick Leave 
J. Administrators shall periodically review sick leave usage. 
2. If an abuse of sick leave is suspected* the administrator shall confer with the employee and, if necessary, 
ask the Sick l^ave Review Board lo review the case. Cases will be reviewed according to Administrative 
Guidelines developed by the Sick Leave Review Board. 
3, If jt 15 determined that an abuse of sick leave has occurred, the following actions shall be taken; 
a. The sick leave benefits which were paid inappropriately shall be reclaimed from ihe employee. 
b. The employee shall be suspended for five (5} days without pay during the next pay period. 
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c. A reprimand shall be altered in the employee's personnel file. 
4. A second proven abuse of sick leave may result in immediate termination, 
G- Payment for Sick Leave 
lr In order to receive full pay for work missed due loillnessor injury, employees shall complete an absence 
form which is approved by the immediate supervisor and submitted lo the Payroll Department for 
processing. 
2. Employees may be required to verify the nature and duration of an illness or injury with B doctor's 
certificate. 
H, Notification of Absence 
1. Employees are required to notify their immediate supervisor as soon as they know that they will be absent 
from work. 
2. If a substitute must be hired, the employee shall see that the Human Resources Department is notified no 
later than 6:30 a.nv on die day of the absence, 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes changes In DP 304 Neg. Teacher Transfers and Reduction in Force 
policy. 
This proposal would split the policy into two separate policies—Teacher Transfer 
Policy and a separate Reduction in Certificated Staff policy, 
Rationale 
JEA feels that the separation of these policies would clarify and separate the 
Issues- Transfers are either voluntary or involuntary. Reduction in Staff 
procedures would allow teachers to look at a separate policy to understand what 
happens in the schools when there are changes in the staffing formulas. 
Tentative Agreement 
Date 0' 
4/26/2004 4-07 PM 
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L Bnanl PoHcv 
The Board recognizes dial all employees should be placed in the school and departmeni dial will best fu die educational 
needs of die students in the District. Consideration will be given to the employee's placement preference. When 
circumstances make it necessary to transfer employees involuntarily or reduce staff, orderly procedures are lo be 
implemented, 
IL Adm t i t r a t i o n Policy 
Jl is the policy of the Administration to assign personnel lo [he positions that best meet the needs of the District. 
Transfers shall be used to maintain a proper balance of experience and sf^ialiaed competence among the schools of the 
District. 
Guidelines 
A. Voluntary Transfers 
1. The Human Resources Department will identify and advertise known vacancies beginning April 1 of each 
school yearjncludingthoseposjtionswhichwerefilledafler Jan. 1 of the current school year. Transfer 
requests will be accepted until 10 working days prior to New Teacher Orientation. 
2. Ail vacancies occurring between April I and May 15 April 15 and Jung J nf each year shall be advertised 
to current employees only, and teachers will make transfer requests according to the following guidelines: 
a. On Thuradny Monday of each week, beginning with the week of April 1, a list of air known job 
vacancies, together with required endorsements and skilt requirements, will be compiled. This list 
of vacancies will be available to current employees only at the Human Resources Department on 
Thursday and sent to the local schooJs for posting immediately thereafter and published on the 
Jordan fat™1 P ' s t r i c > w * b * tK a l www.iordandisiricl.OTE. 
b. A request for transfer form, available at the school or the Human Resources Departmeni, signed by 
the principal, along with a resume which gives evidence of appropriate endorsements and requested 
skill requirements, should be submitted to Human Resources no later than the Friday following the 
school postings. After a teacher has submitted one transfer form and resume, requests for transfer 
to additional openings can be accomplished by calling Human Resources no later than the Friday 
following the school postings. Information from the first transfer request will be forwarded io 
other schools upon the request of the teacher. 
c- Usinga common setof criteria such as personnel files, requested qualifications, experience, etc., 
principals will review requests tor transfer and select the candidates to be interviewed. Principals 
will interview at least twoqualified transfer candidates if available. Candidates who are 
interviewed but not offered a position will be notified in wriring. When the position has been 
filled, all candidates making application will be notified through a District communication sent to 
the local schools. Whenever possible, this notification shall be made before the end of the current 
school year-
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5^ 
3-r 
seniority. Exceptions -will be made when-SBeha selection would result m creating a program reed which 
could nc< reasonably be filled by remaining faculty mcMbero in that school. The principal, in 
cooperation with the ares asaiatnnt aupor«iteBdent, shall determine the pr 
a A sMftndary program need abatl-be based upon the primary tcaehim, 
b-. The parson in charge- of each secondary entracumoBlar activity may 
Whon identifying the pefaon with the least total District a^eri ty t the Human Keaourcoa Department 
shall rankthe seniority of nil teachers in the school including job share or half time employcca. A job-
aharc of half time employee with enough-seniority to keep o full-time position will be allowed to do BO, 
This may result in the elimination of a job ahare or half'rime poaition. 
Tcachcrs required to transfer involuntarily shall he notified of die available openings far whfch they arc 
Q D C R 1 R F 
Teachcre identified for involuntary transfer shall hat their preference for available positions. Poaitiona 
•will be Riled by the Hurnan Roaoiiraea Department with eonsideration given to the teacher priority 
itotTng. 
Whenevff ponsiblo, on employee being tronafencd to o different loeation shall be notified before the end of 
the school year. The employee being transferred shall be notified of the transfer in a conference with the 
Executive Director of Human Resources Of htoflicr doalgnec In all ccacs where an involuntafy transfer ia 
made, the employee shall bo informed of the rcaaons for thg-tran&fcr, 
Inoaaeaofinvoluntary-HBnarerfignresulioffcduetiQnpf ataff. rjarafortfri teachers will have the 
following right to return: 
a^-—tf-a position opena after the start of-me school year in which the rranjfcr occurs, the position will 
be filled with a neyiy hired tcachai an u one-year contract, and the teacher who was involuntarily 
transferred will han'e the option of returning to that position the following year. 
b: The Tight to return to that school wtil be guaranteed for two school years and will be In direct order 
of District acniority-aecording to tho criteria outlined in aeetionC J . Thc-tcochcr will provide 
notice of his/her deuirc to return by completing the applicable section of the Annual Educators 
Intent Form-
When ^-''-reduction in staff' teacher cannot be placed in a position commenaurato with appropriate 
endorsements and skill iceiuiromoHta. Reduction in Tore^ Guidelines will boimplemcntcd-
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SUBJECT: TEACHER TRANSFERS AND REDUCTION IN FORCE 
2:—Involuntarily transferred tfaehCTB will be allowed to interview through the voluntary transfer process from 
April 1 through April 30, If teachers arc not flucccssfui in gaining a voluntary transfer by April 3ft, ihe 
Diatriet wiU-plaee ihe employee. 
3T—If, after Ihe employee has been placcd7-tho employee may eontinuo to interview through ihe voluntary 
transfer process (Refer ta Section II A of this policy). 
4i- TranafiaB-dtu'ing the school year shall be^ivoided. 
REDUCTION W FORCE GUIDIsLINBfi 
In die event of Bfofr^chai i f^ e n r o l i n g 
it may become necessary lo initiate a rcductiotHn force, Should tfiia occur, the following procedures shall be 
•*:—•—If p reduction in force is necessary* decisions will ho based en the program and staffing needs of-the 
District. Interna will te tenninatcd prior to the release of any contract or provisional educator. 
fc Total seniority in the Diatriet shall apply to the extent that reduetion-tn force by seniority docs noE 
impact negatively on District needs and basic programs and on certification requirements 
3 If a choice muhil be made between twa-{2) Of more employees determined by the Administration to be 
qtnd*ficd for an available position,, ihe employee with Ihe greatest total seniority in the District will be 
retained- If total District seniority is Ihe same, the original hire dale will pel as the s«ond determiner. If 
me hire date ia the aame, the principal will make thcaetoetion awerding to achool need. 
4-. Notification of lenninationj-when-re^flted to a reduction in force, shall include the assurance that 
employees so lerminalcd shall have the right to reemployment for an available position equivalent to ihe 
ontllicj jepupied at the timc-of fte ifjuelion in foree. 
5: Under notfnnl circumstances, staff members who-are to bo affoeted by the reduction in force shall receive 
at least thirty (30) days notice. 
fr fteeeW 
4:- • CofiUtiet employees affected by a reduction in force wtll be recalled in order of total District soniomy 
before pwvtitonat employees. Provisional employees will he recalled before new employees arc hired. 
Employees will be placed in available positions for which they are certified and qualified which are 
equivalent to the ones they held prior to the reduction in force. This will not restrict the District from 
filling vacancies that otiat for which no employee affected by the reduction in force qualifies under the 
3: If an employee is terminated through reduction in force and then rehired during the aamo contract year, the 
empioyec'ri •salary step and lane placement anal I remain- unchanged. If the terminated employee is rehired 
during-a-aubscquenl year, aainry placement will move up one step on the same lane. If Ihe employee 
qualifies for-a-lane change between the tims of termination and rehiring* salary placement wit] bcon the 
higher lanfl provided Ihe employee accepts the first offering by ihe Board to a position for which he/she is 
UUHll E lUtl 
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3t-
B, 
4 -^
—AHftwpbyecv/hQiape^ifcdfoHowtngtefmiiMiiert^mu^i-raduetisn in force shall have aecfiied aicl< 
leave and oihet leave beiicfito feinstatod at the level existing at the time of termination provided the 
employee accepts the first position offered by the Board for which he/aho in qualified; 
-K-efl employee refiiaea to accept the first poaition-gffered by the Board foi'which he/ahe ia qualified, the 
Board is relieved of farther obligation to the employee. The employee shall bo allowed up to thirty HQ) 
days to meet the contract H?e.ui»menta of on interim employer. 
Tnvnlunlgrv Transfers—Administrative 
I. A principal or immediate supervisor mav request the transfer of an employee when in his/her judgment it 
ffill benefit the employed the school or the District. Transfer requests stating specific reasops for the 
transfer shall be marie m the Area Eirecitfiyg Pijflctor. The Area Eiepjpve Director shall review the 
request and recommend approval or denial to the_Executive Director of Human Resources. Uponfinal 
approval of the Executive Director of Human Resources, a copy of the request shall be gi ven TO the 
gmplovee no later map, ^pril 1. 
2 fpyoluftlarily transferred teachers will he allowed to interview through fre voluntary transfer pjocess from 
April I through April 3ft If teachers are not successful in gaining a voluntary transfer by ApriLM. the 
District will place the employee. 
3, |f. after the empjnvee has been placed, the empfnvee mav continue to rgvtew through the voluntas 
4. 
transfer process fRefer toSection II A of this pnlicvl. 
Transfers during the school year shall be avoided. 
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SUBJECT; REDUCTION IN CERTIFICATED STAFF 
L Board Policy 
The Board recognizes thai certificated staff should be placed in the school that will best fit the educational needs of the 
students in the District. When circumstances make it necessary to reduce staff, orderly procedures are to be 
implemented. 
XL Administration Poli ty 
Reduction in Staff (RIS) 
1. When a transfer becomes necessary due to a reduction to staff or for staff balance, a call for voiunteers 
shall be made and if there are none, selection shall be made in reverse order of total District_seniority. 
Exceptions will be made when such a selection would result in creating a program need which could not 
reasonably be filled by remaining faculty members in that school The principal, in cooperation with me 
area assistant superintendent, shall determine the program needs. 
a. A secondary program need shall be based upon the primary teaching assignment. 
b. The person in charge of each secondary extracurricular activity may be exempted. 
2. When identifying the person with the least total District seniority, the Human Resources Department 
shall rank the seniority of all teachers in die school including job-share or half-time employees. A job-
share or half-iime employee with enough seniority to keep a full-time position will be allowed to do so. 
This may result in the elimination of a job-share or half-time position. 
3. Teachers required 10 transfer involuntarily shall be nodfied of the available openings for which they are 
qualified. 
A. Teachers identified for involuntary transfer shall list Iheir preference for available positions. Positions 
will be filled by the Human Resources Department with consideration given to the leather priority 
listing. 
5. Whenever possible, an employee being transferred to a different location shall be notified before the end of 
the school yea/. The employee being transferred shall be notified of the transfer in a conference wilh the 
Executive Director of Human Resources or his/her designee. In all cases where an involuntary Iransfer is 
made, iheemployee shall be informed of the reasons for the transfer. 
6. In cases of transfer as a resull of reduction of staff, transferred teachers will have the following right to 
return: 
a- If a position opens after the stan of the school year in which die transfer occurs, the position will 
be filled with a newly hired teacher on a one-year contract, and the teacher who was transferred will 
have the option of returning to that position the following year. 
b. The righi lo return to that school will be guaranteed for two school years and will be in direct order 
of Districl seniority according to ihe criteria outlined in DP3D4 NEG—Teacher Transfers, The 
teacher will provide notice of his/her desire to return by completing the applicable section of the 
Annual Educators Intent Form. 
7. When a "reduction in staff' teacher cannot be placed in a position commensurate with appropriate 
endorsements and skill requirements. Reduction in Force Guidelines will be implemented. 
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REDUCTION IN FORCE GUIDELINES 
A. Layoff Procedure 
In the event of program changes, enrollment decreases, reduction in revenues, or other unforeseen circumstances, 
it may become necessary to initiate a reduction in force. Should this occur, the following procedures shall be 
followed: 
1. If a reduction in force is necessary, decisions will be based on the program and staffing needs of the 
District Interns will be terminated prior to the release of any contract or provisional educator-
2. Total seniority in the District shall apply to the extent that reduction in force by seniority does not 
impact negatively on District needs and basic programs and on certification requirements, 
3. If a choice must be made between rwo (2) or more einpjoyees detemioed by UK Admimstraboii to be 
qualified for an available position, the employee with the greatest lota] seniority in the District will be 
retained. If total District seniority is the same. the original hire date will act as the second determiner. If 
the hire dace is the same, the principal will make the selection according to school need 
A. Notification of termination, when related to a reduction in force, shall include the assurance that 
employees so terminated shall have the right to reemployment for an available position equivalent to the 
one they occupied at the time of the reduction rn force, 
5. Under normal circumstances, staff members who are to be affected by the reduction in force shall receive 
at least thirty (30) days notice, 
B, Recall 
1. Contract employees affected by a reduction Enforce will be recalled in order of total District seniority 
before provisional employees. Provisional employees will be recalled before new employees are hired 
Employees will be placed in available positions for which they are certified and qualified which are 
equivalent to the ones they held prior to the reduction in force- This will not restrict the District from 
filling vacancies that exist for which no employee affected by the reduction in force qualifies under the 
stated criteria. 
2. If an employee is terminated through reduction in force and then rehired during the same contract year, the 
employee's salary step and lane placement shall remain unchanged- If the terminated employee is rehired 
during a subsequent year, salary placement will move up one step on the same lane. If the employee 
qualifies for a lane change between the lime of termination and rehiring, salary placement will be on the 
higher lane provided the employee accepts the firs] offering by the Board to a position for which he/she is 
qualified 
3. An employee who is rehired following termination through reduction in force shall have accrued sick 
leave and other leave benefits reinstated at the level existing at the time of termination provided the 
employee accepts the fust position offered by the Board for ™*frfUif^f¥lB&,fl^i'^*c " r - 1 ' ' f~rf 
4. If an employee refuses to accept the first position offered by me Board for which H&$hc is qualified, 
Board is relieved of further obligation to the employee. 1 kr^^^ff^jj}J^*S^^!ij^!ff^'1 flffC^J 
days to meet the contract requirements of an interimHj" 
if Jordan Education Association 
Dale •\/V^JaM>,7fl3/ 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes changes in DP 309 NEG Salary Guidelines. 
Rationale 
S S S E T ^ S S * * °"r tad*s * - * «* trained by accredit
 teacner 
Tentative Agreement 
f ..-.-T. • •:-* -Uucation Association 
Date j/^rM 
4/26/2004 5:34 PM 
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SUBJECT: SALARY GUIDELINES 
I. Board PoltBv 
It is the policy of ihe Board to meet with Ihe Administration, officers of each departmeniai organization, and their 
appointed representatives in salary negotiations lo establish salary scheduler 
It is also Ihe policy of the Board to pay wages and salaries that shall enable the District lo secure and retain qualified 
personnel. 
The Board delegates to the District Administration the responsibility for implementing the saJaiy policy. 
I L Administration Policy 
The salary policy shall be implemented according to the following guidelines: 
Guidelines 
A. Dale of Payments 
Payment of all salaries shall be made on the 25" day of each month. If the 25"' falls on a weekend or on a 
holiday» payday will be the previous working day as approved by the Board of Education. All approved 
deductions, other than those legally required, shall be made only upon the written request of the employee. 
B. Salary Rales 
District personnel shall be compensated at tales agreed upon through negotiations and published in the salary 
schedules for each group of employees. The actual employee's salary shall be a factor of his/her percent of 
contract and placement on (he salary schedule. 
C. Basic Salary Schedule 
A basic salary schedule shall be established for certificated personnel The schedule shall be based upon 
consideration of ycaraof contract teaching experience in an accj^ji^d school and upon continued training. 
Personnel in jpecial leaching ajMgnmcnQ shall be compensated at 0 wie commensurate with-tticif salary 
poaitiong, AH workshops and special training shall be paid at a-flat pop diem fate. 
E.EL Differential Allowance 
Differential allowance may be paid to teachers with special assignments as recommended by the Administration 
and approved by Ihe Board, 
F E , Placement on Salarv-Slep Scale 
Salary schedule placement shall be determined by rhe number of full or part-time ycais of leaching experience. 
In cases of interrupted or part-time service, the following guidelines shall apply: 
1. Effective July 1,1996, an employee who is employed al least half-time and who actually works in any 
one school year a number of days equal to or greater than one-half the number of work days specified for 
similar contracts shall be given one-year experience credit. Employees working less than one-half the 
number of workdays will itceive no experience creditr 
Teaching experience in other school Districts shall be evaluated by the Executive Director of Human Resources. 
Full-iime teaching experience outside Ihe Disirici shall equaie io full-time years of semce credit; 
G,£. 
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half-time teaching experience outside the District shall equate to one-half year of service credit. The District 
shall grant credit for outside teaching experience as follows: 
Teaching Experience Equivalent Years to District 
Outside me District Teaching Experieno-
1 to 5 years Full Credit 
6 or more years 1 equivalent for each 2 years of 
outside experience 
A maximum of ID years total equated credit shall be allowed except in areas of critical need when the Executive 
Director of Human Resources is authorized to dcternune credit allowances. In theCflfleof two(2) employees 
having the same total aoniority in the District, the employee hired fwat ia designated as the aenior employ w. 
H. G. Military Experience 
No salary step credit shall be granted to any employee for military experience except for previous employees 
who have left the District to enter the military service These employees shall be granted benefits required under 
the reemployment rights provision of Chapter 43 of Title 38, U.S, Code. 
hiL SubmissionofEvidence 
1. It shall be the responsibility of the employees to submit to the Human Resources Department 
documented evidence which they wish to have considered in determining their initial placement on the 
salary schedule. 
2. For new employees to the District, only graduate hours beyond the original certificate and B.S, degree 
will count toward salary lane placement except under the following circumstances. For new hires, 
undergraduate hours taken after the original certificate and B.S. degree may be considered for salary lane 
placement if they are recommended to the Local Professional Improvement Committee by one or more 
District administrators as meeting an assessed identified District need. The recommendation* along with 
supporting evidence, must be submitted in writing to the LPIC (no later than the first week of August for 
teachers on year-round schedules or the fust week of September for teachers on traditional schedules) so 
the LPIC will have sufficient time to approve or deny the request prior to the issuance of the first payroll. 
3. Credit for salary lane changes for current employees will be granted only for resident (on campus) college 
credit andJa*dim School Distriot sfossowd or. and USOE approved credit District approved credit and 
LEI£ approved inservice credit. These hours will be granted in accordance with Policy AA421 NEG. 
4. Salary lane changes shall be awarded when the Human Resources Department receives proof of eligibility 
in the form of an official grade tranicnpt finremct transcripts will nor be acce pled). Tf proof of eligibility 
is submitted prior to the 15th of the month, the salary lane change shall be reflected on the paycheck 
issued in the following month. 
h i Compensation fnr Substitute Teachers 
A salary schedule for substitute teachers shall be established-
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes that DP 318 be changed to help soive the problem with teachers 
resigning at the end of their sick or family medical leave. 
Rationale 
The HR department has Identified th[s concern and brought the Issue to District 
Advisory Council. DAC agreed to the proposed changes. 
Tentative Agreement 
For Jordan Education Association 
Data 2H, 20Q V 
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SUBJECT: RESIGNATIONS—CERTIFTCATED 
_L Board Pnlto 
The Board recognizes mat, imder extenuating drcumstances, an employee of the District may request terminaiion of 
his/her contract, that the appropriateofXieeofthe District may reqiiefitfhetennjnationofacontract.and that by 
mutual agreement between the District and the employee, an employee's contract may be terminated. 
IL Administration Policy 
Proper notice of resignation in writing shall be submitted through the school principal to the Superiutendenl and the 
Board. This notice shall be filed with tbe Human Resources Department The resignation policy shall be administered 
in accordance with the following provisions: 
Guidelines 
A. Employees are expected to adhere to the conditions of die contract until it has been terminated legally or by 
mutual consent, 
B. The employee may be released from the contract at any time for reasons such as maternity or adoption of a 
child, transfer of spouse, military service, illness, etc. 
C- When requesting contract termination, certificated personnel must give at least thirty (30) days written notice-
Failure to give such notice will result in an assessraennjfJ^QHtobe deducted fvam the last paycheck and may 
result in attachment of a letter that precludes future employment with the District & an agacssmcnt of $300 or 
ootli, 
P . Emplnvces resigning during the contract year wtll he assessed the costs of a long-term substitute for any leave 
davs used_duritlB the last thirty fffi davs of rheir employment. 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes that District Advisory Committee be given the assignment to review 
DP 339 Released Time (Professional) and make recommendatfons on guidelines 
on ttie use of the days and types of days prior to March 2005. 
Rationale 
During the review of the use of the days from the 2002-03 School Year, It has 
become apparent that not all days are used for the intended purpose. 
Tentative Agreement 
or Jordan Education Association 
Dale ^ A ^ ^ . r f t C M -
(W29/04 10:48 AM 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposed to abandon the Testing Advisory Committee which was negotiated 
during the 2003-04 Negotiations. 
Rationale 
The feedback from both the Testing Department and the advisory committee 
members is that the state fs controlling so much of the testing and setting the 
windows for the testing times that the committee has limited ability to function, 
Tentative Agreement 
•j Jordan {z-Jucation Association 
Date ft^jj^Z^/ 
04/26/04 3:22 FM 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes that the Negotiation Agreement Summary including the documents 
signed by the Board of Education be published In the Employee section of the 
Jordan District web-site, 
Rationale 
This would allow employees to have access to the agreement without the costs 
of publication. 
Tentative Agreement 
Date J ^ L ^ 2 ^ 
Negotiations 
Contract Year 2004-05 
Proposal 
JEA proposes that newly hired educators be required to attend four days of 
training In addition to New Teacher Orientation day. These educators would be 
paid a stipend of $400 and would begin with the 2005-06 contract year. 
Rationale 
The three or more days that beginning educators are required to be out of their 
classrooms when the training could be completed prior to school starting might 
eliminate some concerns that the educators are out of the classroom too often 
for these types of training. 
Tentative Agreement 
or Jordan Education Association 
Date s/V^jL/y.Vj . I Q O H 
0 
5/5/2004 11:22 AM 
